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METROVISION DEBUTS NEW PERIMETERS
French company Metrovision recently entered the U.S. market with the MonCvONE line of full-field
perimeters. Metrovision says the MonCvONE SAP and the MonCvONE PRO, available for clinical
use, are ideal for glaucoma, retinal and neuro-ophthalmic and pediatric specialties.The company
says that a third instrument, the MonCvONE Clinical Research perimeter, offers the standard
features of other perimeters along with others including computer-assisted Goldmann perimetry;
the ability to measure at photopic, mesopic and scotopic levels; and offers pupillometry, dark
adaptometry, infant perimetry and binocular synchronized video imaging. All three perimeters
come with a two-year warranty. SRD Vision will be representing the Metrovision product line in the
United States. Read more.



GOOGLE AI PROGRAM IS BUILDING ALGORITHMS TO DETECT EYE DISEASE
The ability of artificial intelligence to help screen individuals for common diabetic eye disease
gained momentum with a new study published online in the March 12 online edition
of Ophthalmology. Clinical researchers partnered with researchers at the Google AI research group
to show that they could improve disease-detecting software by using a small subset of images
vetted by ophthalmologists who specialize in retinal diseases. The specialists' input was used to
improve the software’s performance so it was roughly equal to that of individual retinal specialists,
the researchers say. Researchers are aiming to further improve and develop the system. Read
more.
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